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Abstract 

The mandibular third molar has variable root morphology. Moreover, it quite often presents eruption disturbances, 

such as partial or total impaction. The mandibular third molar lies in the vicinity of the mandibular canal and its 

neurovascular content. The mandibular canal has often close or tangent relationship with the root apices and even 

with the crown of this tooth, in the case of its deep impactions. Such aspects become favourable factors for 

neurovascular complications following various radical or conservative treatments performed on these teeth, taking 

into account the fact that these therapeutic procedures are frequent in dentistry. The current study presents the 

consequent complications of endodontic and surgical treatments at the level of the mandibular third molar as well as 

their clinical and medico-legal implications, aiming at focusing dentists’ attention on correct diagnosis and 

management.      
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Introduction 

The close relationship of the the 

mandibular canal (MC) with the roots of the 

lower third molar as well as with its crown in 

case of this tooth deep impaction increases the 

risk that the inferior alveolar nerve and vessels 

should be damaged during various conservative 

or radical treatments at this level [1].      

The mandibular canal with its content 

represents the most important vital structure at 
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the level of the mandibular body and it can 

complicate the dentoalveolar surgery procedures 

in the posterior mandible. The mandibular canal 

contains the sensory component of the inferior 

alveolar nerve and the inferior alveolar vessels 

[2-4].  

The blood vessels are different depending 

on the anatomical area and on the demand of the 

tissue they vascularize [5]. The structure of the 

vessels of the vascular system is highly 

specialized to suit their individual functions and 

anatomical relationships [5]. Unlike the normal 

vascularization vessels, the neoformed vessels, 

e.g. those in tumours, have a modified or even 

altered morphology [6, 7].   

In humans the mandibular canal is 

situated near the lingual bone plate, which could 

mean that this canal is an anatomic obstacle, 

deserving of special attention during the surgical 

procedures performed in the posterior mandible 

[8].   

In most cases, 50%, the MC lies close to 

the apices of the second and third molars. As 

about the third molar, there are particular 

relationships with the MC due to its variable 

morphology and topography, alongside with its 

frequent impactions and eruption disturbances. 

The frequent impaction of the third molar may 

reveal this tooth with its roots extended buccally 

or lingually beyond the MC content. Very rarely 

is the MC placed between the roots of the third 

molar, and the root apices can join under the 

MC. Such relationships can complicate 

endodontic treatment and tooth extraction if the 

MC content gets damaged [9].     

The major risk area for conservative and 

radical treatment in the mandible is the posterior 

one, due to the mandibular canal which has 

variable topography; its trajectory may vary 

even between the left and right sides of the same 

individual. In order to avoid harming the content 

of the mandibular canal, in the event of various 

endodontic or radical treatments of the lower 

third molar, dentists should be aware of its 

trajectory, its anatomical variations and its 

relations with this tooth.   

If practitioners topographically locate the 

mandibular canal improperly in relation to the 

dental root apices, the endodontic therapy and 

the dentoalveolar surgery procedures performed 

in the posterior mandible become increasingly 

complicated. Therefore, a previous review of the 

topographic aspects and of the anatomical 

variations in the mandibular canal path are 

important;  just as well, a 3D imaging 

evaluation, prior to the conservative and radical 

treatments in the posterior mandible, is relevant 

and very accurate [4].  

The aim of this study is to showcase, 

according to literature data, the consecutive 

complications of endodontic and surgical 

treatments on the third molar together with the 

clinical and medico-legal implications. 

The specific aim of this study is to draw 

the attention of dentists to the vicinity 

complications following the conservative or 

radical treatment of the lower wisdom teeth, so 

that dentists might diagnose and manage them 

correctly. 

Materials and methods 

For this study we accessed the ISI 

Thomson Web of Knowledge and PubMed 

databases using the following keywords: 

mandibular canal, lower third molar, endodontic 

treatment, and surgical treatment. We included 

any type of article, review or clinical study. To 

the data obtained from the above mentioned 

studies we associated our observations, derived 

from personal research and analysis of various 

complications that occurred during and after 

therapeutic procedures related to the mandibular 

third molar.  

Results and discussion 

1. Complications following the radical 

treatment (surgical treatment – extraction) of 

the third molar 
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Schneider T et al., 2014 [10], analysed the 

morphology and topography of 1197 lower 

wisdom teeth and showed great anatomical 

variability, hence the use of preoperative 3D 

imaging is advisable. Thus, in 46.7% of cases 

they had a direct relationship with the 

mandibular canal, in 28.7% of cases they had a 

close relationship and in 24.6% of cases they 

had a distant relationship that was measurable. 

In 29.0% of cases the MC had buccal location, 

in 23.8% it had lingual location, and in 7.4% of 

cases it was situated between the third molar 

roots (interradicular location). In 55.3% of cases 

the teeth had two roots, in 21.3% of cases they 

had one root, in 17.6% of cases they had three 

roots, in 2% of cases they had four roots, and in 

0.2% of cases they had five roots. 44.4% of the 

teeth had mesial root angulation, 9.7% distal 

angulation, 35.3% lingual angulation and 2.9% 

buccal angulation. 

During surgical interventions like the 

extraction of the lower third molar, erupted 

normally or impacted intraosseously, partially or 

completely, lesions of the inferior alveolar 

neurovascular bundle may occur, and such 

iatrogenic lesions can lead to medico-legal 

litigation.   

The incidence of nerve damage varies 

depending on the authors and the surgical 

technique being performed, from 0.2 to 43.5%, 

so the inferior alveolar nerve can be affected in 

0.2-7.1% of cases, and the lingual nerve in 0.0-

24% of cases [11]. 

Among the symptoms of nerve damage 

after the extraction of the lower third molar, the 

sensory ones predominate (paresthesia, 

hypoesthesia, dysesthesia, hyperesthesia, 

anaesthesia), followed by cheek biting, loss of 

saliva and fluids, speech difficulties, and food 

stagnation in the vestibule. The symptoms are 

often transient, but at times, depending on the 

severity of the lesion, a permanent impairment 

may occur [11, 12].  

In such situations the culprits can be sued 

by patients.  

In the case of tooth impaction, it is 

essential that before surgery the exact 

topography of the tooth in question should be 

determined radiographically (Cone beam 

Computed Tomography - CBCT), in order to 

establish the appropriate surgical approach to 

avoid possible consecutive complications. 

The surgeon's experience has been proved 

to play an important role in the incidence of 

nerve damage following the extraction of the 

lower wisdom teeth: the risk of injury increases 

four times in the case of a young surgeon, so the 

surgeon's age is considered a predisposing factor 

in these lesions [13-15]. 

Tay ABG and Go WS, 2004 [15], found 

that during radical surgery on the lower third 

molar there is 20% risk of paresthesia, with 70% 

chance of recovery in up to one year after the 

operation.  

Surgical removal of the impacted lower 

wisdom teeth may be the most common 

procedure in oral surgery, and subsequent 

damage to the inferior alveolar nerve is a typical 

complication of this intervention, with incidence 

rates ranging between 1-22% [16].   

For mitigating legal and forensic impacts, 

it is very important that doctors should get the 

patient’s informed consent in writing, before 

such surgical interventions. 

 

In dental practice, the extraction of the 

lower third molar is frequent; its close relations 

with the MC and its content, as well as any 

technical errors can favour the injury of the 

inferior alveolar neurovascular bundle and of the 

lingual nerve, which are serious complications 

for both consecutive physiological changes and 

forensic implications in the legal issues that may 

arise [11].     

For avoiding the occurrence of the above 

mentioned complications, a careful preoperative 
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evaluation of the anatomical vicinity 

relationships and of possible risk factors is 

necessary. 

Kim JW et al., 2012 [17], showed that 

advanced age and deep impaction of the 

mandibular third molar are significant risk 

factors. Deflection, angulation and narrowing of 

the dental roots, as well as bifid root apices 

(external root morphology) also constitute 

significant risk factors.    

Leung YY and Cheung LK, 2011 [18] 

showed that older age, the unerupted tooth, deep 

impaction, specific radiographic signs, 

intraoperative exposure of the inferior alveolar 

nerve and the lingual split technique are risk 

factors for alveolar nerve damage; and advanced 

age, the unerupted tooth, distal impaction, the 

lingual flap size, and the lingual split technique 

are risk factors for lingual nerve damage in 

mandibular wisdom teeth surgery.      

In their study, Nguyen E et al., 2014 [19], 

showed a reduced incidence of inferior alveolar 

and lingual nerve lesions in lower third molar 

surgery. Risk factors for inferior alveolar nerve 

damage were increased age (≥ 25 years), surgery 

performed by dentists, surgery under general 

anaesthesia, and mesioangular impaction. No 

risk factors for lingual nerve damage were 

specified, although most lesions were observed 

in patients with a distoangular impaction.   

Jerjes W et al., 2009 [20], showed that a 

common complication in lower wisdom tooth 

surgery is inferior alveolar nerve paresthesia, 

and risk factors included patient age (26-30 

years), horizontally included teeth, closeness to 

the MC and the treatment being performed by 

trainee surgeons. As about lingual nerve 

paresthesia, risk factors included male patients, 

distoangular inclusions, proximity to the MC, 

and treatment by trainee surgeons. Hence, one of 

the main risk factors for the development of a 

sensory dysfunction in these nerves is related to 

the doctor’s surgical skills and experience. 

Other authors show that the distoangular 

inclusion significantly increases the risk of 

lingual nerve damage, and the depth of 

impaction is associated with the risk of inferior 

alveolar nerve damage. These authors also show 

that sex, age, lingual flap size, removal of the 

distolingual cortical bone and sectioning of the 

impacted teeth to facilitate extractions are not 

significant factors for inferior alveolar and 

lingual nerve damage [21].  

Boffano P et al., 2012 [22], showed that 

the extraction of mandibular third molars is 

probably the most common procedure performed 

in oral surgery and it is the most common 

procedure associated with the sensory deficit of 

the lingual nerve, an impairment with serious 

medical and legal implications, a common cause 

of litigation in dentistry.  

Shiratori K et al., 2013 [23], showed that 

inferior alveolar nerve damage following 

surgical extraction of the lower third molar has a 

prevalence of 7.7%, and this is due to the 

absence of the MC corticalization, thus stating 

that the existence of and the form of the MC 

corticalization are predictors of such 

postoperative complications. They also showed 

that the situations in which the MC 

corticalization is absent, to which a bell shape of 

the MC is associated, will increase the risk of 

damage to the inferior alveolar nerve.  

In addition to this, Ueda M et al., 2012 

[24], suggest that the evaluation of the MC 

shape and its corticalization state, prior to third 

molar surgery, may be clinically useful. 

A study performed on mandibles from 

human cadavers shows that the inferior alveolar 

artery in the mandibular canal has an upper 

(cranial) position in 42% of cases, followed by a 

lingual position in 36% of cases, a lower 

(caudal) position in 16 % of cases and a buccal 

position in 6% of cases [25]. These observations 

are important for third molar surgery performed 

near the mandibular canal [7, 25].       
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Resnik RR and Misch CE, 2018 [26], 

showed that the inferior alveolar artery is located 

superior to the inferior alveolar nerve in the 

mandibular canal, especially in the posterior 

mandible. Under these circumstances, damage to 

the content of the mandibular canal during 

wisdom tooth surgery can lead to vascular 

complications (bleeding), and to the consequent 

formation of haematoma in the mandibular canal 

which may then generate neurosensory 

impairment. 

Small RL and Tucker MR, 2012 [27], 

showed that there is an increase in the number of 

dentists malpractice litigations. The most 

common legal cases are related to tooth 

extraction, misdiagnosis and lack of proper 

consent [27]. The dentist should document in 

patients the possibility of complications and 

advise them accordingly, as nerve damage is a 

frequent impairment following the extraction of 

mandibular wisdom teeth.    

 Delayed referral for the management of a 

complication frequently becomes the basis of 

litigation, and sending patients by general 

practitioners to specialised surgeons in order to 

address such a complication can significantly 

reduce liability risks [27]. A malpractice lawsuit 

requires time, energy and emotion, which 

diminish patient care [27]. 

 Despite his/her competence in 

performing medical or surgical procedures, the 

clinician still risks a negligence lawsuit if s/he 

does not warn the patient of all risks [27].  

 2. Complications following 

conservative treatment of the lower third 

molar  

The close relationship between the MC 

and the root apices of the third molar should be 

considered for avoiding injury to the MC 

neurovascular content during invasive 

endodontic procedures.  

In general, this relationship varies with 

patients: in younger patients the MC is located 

closer to the root apices than it is in elderly 

patients. The variable position of this structure 

among patients prompts the need to evaluate the 

relationship between the MC and the root apices 

of the third molar by CBCT before attempting 

invasive treatment on this tooth. Dentists should 

consider the potential differences generated by 

age in the position of the mandibular canal when 

performing such conservative therapeutic 

procedures [28]. 

Aksoy U et al., 2018 [29], showed that the 

MC is significantly closer to the root apices of 

the last two molars than it is to the other 

mandibular teeth which have more distant 

relationships. They also showed that age and sex 

can influence the anatomical relationships 

between the mandibular teeth and the 

mandibular canal, and these should be 

considered when planning endodontic and 

endodontic surgery procedures to avoid potential 

lesions of the MC content. 

Puciło M et al., 2020 [30], showed that 

the distance between the MC and the root apices 

is generally smaller in women and younger 

people, it decreases in patients over 60 years of 

age and it depends on the type of tooth, in the 

case of the last molar having an average value of 

1.28 mm. 

Vidya KC et al., 2019 [31], stated that 

clinicians should be aware of the proximity of 

the root apices to the mandibular canal when 

performing surgical procedures and endodontic 

treatments in the posterior mandible so as to 

avoid possible inferior alveolar nerve damage.   

The anatomy of the mandibular third 

molars has been described as unpredictable from 

the viewpoint of endodontic therapy. Severe 

anatomical variations in the internal root 

morphology of these teeth may contribute to the 

failure of endodontic therapy and to the 

occurrence of vicinity complications, including 

impairment of the neurovascular content of the 

MC. Anatomical variations in dental root 
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morphology can lead to the failure of endodontic 

treatment. Endodontic treatments become a 

challenge in the presence of anatomical 

difficulties generated by highly curved root 

canals, root canal system complexity, multiple 

apical foramina or by accessory root canals [32, 

33].     

Pogrel MA, 2007 [34] showed that 

endodontic treatment of mandibular molars has a 

potential to affect the inferior alveolar nerve 

through direct trauma, pressure or neurotoxicity. 

If the X-ray taken after endodontic therapy 

displays the presence of root canal filling 

material in the mandibular canal and if the 

patient has continuous symptoms of paresthesia 

or pain once the effect of the anaesthetic should 

have subsided, then immediate referral to an oral 

or maxillofacial surgeon is indicated. 

Impairment of the inferior alveolar nerve 

following endodontic therapy of the lower 

wisdom teeth can occur by compression 

(pressure), or as a consequence of the chemical 

toxicity of the root sealant, or as a result of local 

infection. This condition may be accompanied 

by hypoesthesia, paresthesia, anaesthesia or 

dysesthesia, and, sometimes, by hyperesthesia. 

In cases where various materials used for 

root fillings exceed the tooth root apices and 

come into contact with the MC content, the 

surgical management of the inferior alveolar 

nerve is effective for the treatment of nerve 

lesions following endodontic extrusion of root 

filling material (e.g., calcium hydroxide) [35]. 

López-López J et al., 2012 [36] described 

a case of endodontic seal penetration (AH Plus) 

into the mandibular canal after endodontic 

treatment, with resolution of pain and of 

paresthesia after a non-surgical approach with 

prednisone and pregabalin. 

Mechanical nerve injuries following 

endodontic treatment can be classified according 

to the evolution over time and the potential 

sensory recovery into: neuropraxia (cases in 

which there is slightly altered sensitivity); 

axonotmesis (partial damage to nerve fibres that 

can fully recover within 2-12 months), and 

neurotmesis (complete sectioning of the nerve 

with poor prognosis for recovery) [37, 38]. 

Nerve damage and sensitivity 

disturbances following endodontic treatment are 

severe complications that can lead to long-term 

disabilities. Virtually all endodontic procedures, 

such as local anaesthesia, root canal preparation 

and irrigation, root canal filling and endodontic 

surgery, which are performed in the vicinity of 

trigeminal nerve branches can trigger nerve 

damage [9, 37].   

The specialised literature assessing the 

prevalence and clinical manifestation of nerve 

lesions following endodontic treatment is 

insufficient, therefore the understanding of the 

clinical and medico-legal aspects of these 

lesions is limited [37].   

Vigorous preventive measures can reduce 

the risk of nerve damage following endodontic 

treatment. The diagnosis of these lesions 

requires a combination of thorough anamnesis, 

appropriate clinical assessment and adjuvant 

radiographic evaluation if necessary. When we 

suspect that such lesions have occurred, early 

intervention with anti-inflammatory treatment 

may be beneficial, and persistent cases should be 

treated surgically [37]. 

Informed consent is essential in 

minimizing litigation; the patient must be 

informed - according to his/her level of culture 

and ability to understand - about the diagnosis, 

prognosis, therapeutic prospects and their 

consequences, but also about all other viable 

alternative therapies, as well as about the risks of 

no treatment [39]. 

Conclusions 

Morphological data obtained 

preoperatively by CBCT reduce the risk of 

injury to the inferior alveolar and lingual nerves 
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during surgical extractions of the lower wisdom 

teeth.  

Modern endodontics using the operating 

microscope enables a highly precise and really 

non-invasive therapeutic procedure, with very 

good results and without complications.  

Such complications affect patients' quality 

of life and should be properly managed and 

treated. Legislation on malpractice in dentistry 

varies from country to country. 
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